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Message from Editor's desk

Greetings and welcome to Volume II issue 8 of the
Newsletter of School of Commerce, finance and
accountancy, Christ (Deemed to be University) Delhi,
NCR- “The-Greycells”.
On Basant Panchami, is an auspicious festival that marks
the arrival of the spring season. Spring symbolizes rebirth
and renewal, hope, youth, and growth. Owing to the current
situation of RESET from Pandemic is need of the moment.
With this mark, SCFA organized an Online International
Conference on Global Business and Societal Reset.
SCFA planned this online conference overwhelmingly and
centered at the national and international level to provide
profound insights to face the challenges and grow. Covid-19
has caused lots of issues and complexities at organizations
and the societal level at large. In ICGBSR 2022 group of
academicians, practitioners and researchers put their heads
together to usher in solutions.
As we are back to offline mode and attempting to accustom
ourselves to the new normal, Reckons aisle, divided their
weekly activities into five clubs. Students with similar
interests enthusiastically and actively participated in the
events.
In this issue, The Greycells reflects the positivity embodied
by our students and faculty. A glimpse of faculties’
achievement has been featured in the issue.
Warmest Regards
Dr Nitika Sharma
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
GLOBAL BUSINESS AND SOCIETAL RESET
05 February 2022
On 5 February 2022, School of Commerce, Finance and Accountancy, CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi-NCR and
IQS School of Management, Universitat Ramon Llull, Barcelona Spain jointly organized, in association with knowledge
partner ACCA, International Conference on 'Global Business and Societal Reset 2022'. This international conference aims
to bring together contemporary and multidisciplinary perspectives in academia, the industry as well as practice for
discussion and debate on global business and societal reset.
The conference Co-convener Dr. Chabi Gupta addressed the gathering on the background of this international conference
and delivered the welcome address. Dr. Chabi Gupta is an alumnus from Shri Ram College of Commerce, Delhi
University. She has recently completed an executive program in Business Analytics from Vawtan School of Business,
University of Pennsylvania. She has over 19 years of rich teaching and industrial experience working in reputed
universities, banks, and financial institutions.
Rev. Father Dr. Viju P Devassy, the Dean and Director of Christ NCR campus, addressed the gathering for the international
conference through his kind words. The panel of keynote address speakers for the conference included Mr. Richard Rekhy,
a rare professional with exceptionally high set standards and currently, a Board member of KPMG Lower Gulf provided us
with a fresh take on the current situation and highlighted how the pandemic has affected the globe, physically,
economically, socially as a whole. Followed by the next speaker is a talented and passionate individual with numerous
accolades and a lifetime of experience in service marketing,
Dr. Jochen Wirtz, Vice Dean MBA programs and a Professor of Marketing at the National University of Singapore
enlightened us about Intelligent Automation.
The next speaker, Dr. Douglas Cumming, DeSantis Distinguished Professor of Finance and Entrepreneurship at the College
of Business, Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton, Florida. highlighted the intricate nuances that are usually involved
when a large percent of the workforce works from home. The following speaker, Dr. Sabur Mollah, an outspoken
academician with extensive research work on issues surrounding corporate governance, market reactions to dividend
policy, market conditions, and investor behavior and also holds a Chair in Financial Management at Sheffield University
Management School, the UK shared his take through the role of corporate governance and sustainable financial markets.
The Special address included Dr. Carlos Malet, a personality who is methodical, rational, and manages the business with
great passion and currently the Associate Director of IQS, Barcelona, Spain.
The second special address was given by Mr. Md. Sajid Khan, representing the ACCA Global, our knowledge partner for
the conference, an experienced academic in Accountancy and Finance, a multifaceted professional, Head of International
Development at ACCA. The session was open for questions after all the addresses. The participants asked their questions
using the chatbox and also the participants provided valuable feedback for the speakers of the event. The event was
concluded by Dr. Sanjay Rastogi, Head of School of Commerce, Finance and Accountancy delivering the vote of thanks. A
group picture was taken of all participants in the event. The event was completed with the Christ Anthem.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
GLOBAL BUSINESS AND SOCIETAL RESET
05 February 2022
Track 1 Track 1 was all about economics. It included six papers in total from different universities. The session was being chaired
by Dr.Bhuvaneswari, Dean & Professor, Management Studies, Sathyabama Institute of Science & Technology, Chennai,
having session co-chair and session coordinator as Dr. Pramila S and Dr. M.Kavitha, Professor, Department of Commerce,
Vels Institute of Science, Technology and Advanced Studies, Chennai as the special invitee.
It was conducted by keeping in mind the need to understand the importance of economics in improving the community and
learn how to live and participate meaningfully in society.

Track 2
The event had begun with the opening speech by Ann Mary Ashis and Aaron Joseph Shaijan along with which a brief
introduction of the chair, the co-chair, and the special invitee of the event was given. Unfortunately, the chair of the session
Dr. Nandita Mishra was unable to attend the event due to a health emergency, and the position of the chair was moved to
the special invitee Mr. Sajjad Rizvi. There were four presenters on the track who discussed humanities and liberal arts.

Track 3
Track 3 was on Humanities and liberal arts and had the session chair as Dr. Rudra Rameshwar, Professor, Thapar Institute
of Engineering and Technology. We have a session co-chair as Dr. Seshanwita Das & Dr. Amrita Chaurasia. We have
special invitees as Dr. Bhakti Prashar, Vellore Institute of Technology. We have student coordinators of the event as
Sarthak Agarwal, Pragati Budhiraja, and Yash Agrawal. There were five presenters on the track who discussed humanities
and liberal arts.

Track 4
Track of Information Systems was organized by the student coordinators Ms. Rishita Bhatnagar and Mr. Karan Malhotra
along with the session coordinator Dr. Surbhi Srivastava.
The session was chaired by Dr. Sanjay Dhingra, who currently serves as a Professor in the University School of
Management, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, and the co-chair of the session was Dr. Surbhi Srivastava, who
is the Assistant Professor at Christ (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR. The special invitee for the event was Dr.
Shubham Shukla, who is a Senior Assistant Professor in the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering,
KIET Group of Institutes Ghaziabad. Track-4 of the International Conference revolved around ‘Information Systems’ and
the papers presented within it focused on the importance of the same.

Track 5 The track of Marketing was organized by the student coordinators Shefali Tailor and Gurditt Singh Sodhi. with the session
coordinator Dr. Nitika Sharma. The session was chaired by Dr. Madan Lal. Professor, Department of Commerce,
University of Delhi, and the co-chair of the event was Dr. Nitika Sharma who is the assistant professor at Christ (Deemed
to Be University), Delhi NCR. The special invitee for the event was Dr. Lokesh Jindal, Associate Professor, Atal Bihari
Vajpayee School of Management and Entrepreneurship, JNU. The event was enlightened by the special appearance of
Dr.Maria Palazzo. The presentation of the paper began with the zeal and enthusiasm of all the attendees at the event.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
GLOBAL BUSINESS AND SOCIETAL RESET
05 February 2022
Track 6 The track covered the significance and relevance of Strategic Management in modern times. It was brought into light how
organizations have made it a fundamental aspect that assists them through any unexpected contingencies helping them to
meet their goals and objectives. Following that, the Chair Prof. Seethu John, Co-chair Dr. Amit Malhotra, and student
coordinators for the track were introduced by the emcee, and then before the commencement of the presentation of various
papers, the instructions and guidelines for the proceedings was provided by the session coordinator, Prof. Jerush John
Joseph.

Track 7 Track 7 was on Finance, Accounting and Control. The hosts Rida Masood and Rishabh Malhotra greeted the audience and
the esteemed chairs, co-chairs, and special invitees followed by a welcome speech by our Chair Dr. CS Sharma. After the
speech, our co-chair and host Dr. Ranjit Kumar Mishra greeted the audience and explained the guidelines of the conference
and presentation of papers to our judges and participants.

Track 8 Track 8 was about OB, human behavior, and general management. It included three papers in total from different
universities. The session was chaired by Dr. Manoj Kumar Associate Professor, I.M. T Ghaziabad, having session co-chair
and session coordinator as Dr. Shubhanker Yadav and Dr. Juhi, manager risk Pramerica financial professional. It was
conducted by keeping in mind the need to understand the importance of OB, human behavior, and general management in
society.

Valedictory Ceremony The Valedictory ceremony for International Conference on Global Business and Societal Reset 2022 was conducted by the
School of Commerce, Finance and Accountancy on February 5, 2022, from 3:00 pm onwards. We had among us Fr. Sunny
Joseph who shared his kind words and blessings through a video. Mr. Kush Ahuja, the Head of Business Development at
ACCA (the Association of Chartered Certified Accountant), Mr. Wong, the Senior Vice President and Chief Content
Officer of IW Group, a leading multicultural creative agency, and Assistant Professors Dr. Harpreet Kaur and Nitin
Kulshrestha came forward for the award and certificate presentation. They announced the winners from the respective
tracks and congratulated them.

Faculty Achievements
Dr. Amrita Chaurasia
Presented a paper titled " Green Accounting and its Management in
Hospitals" and attended the national Conference on "Emerging
Trends in Accounting" on 29 October 2021
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Reckons Aisle : Activities
01 February 2022
McCarthians –
As the Commerce Association - Reckon Aisle upgraded its model to include every student in the department to be a part of
one of the five clubs, the McCarthians club received an excellent response from the participants across the School of
Commerce, Finance, and Accountancy. Therefore, in the first activity hour, after the new model was presented,
McCarthians Club introduced the students to the Club, how it works and ensure them that they will gain not only
knowledge but practical experience and many other opportunities.
The session was started by Aryaman (Club Head) who briefed them about the club, his personal experiences as a club head,
and how he has learned a lot and adapted to various opportunities under Reckons Aisle. Then Chahat (Club Associate)
declared and congratulated the junior club associates, informed the students more about the Reckons Aisle, and interacted
with the students to open up and feel free to share their opinions, queries, etc. Then we gave the students, an opportunity to
introduce themselves and speak up about anything they wished, their expectations, etc. This happened very fluently and we
get to know, with the eyes of students how they are perceiving, expecting and thus it helped us to know more among
ourselves. We want everyone to know each other, create a free space or platform, it will help in building unity among
ourselves and a great learning experience for everyone. Various students who participated in Prayaan’21 also spoke up,
sharing their experiences and the great experience they had. To conclude, it was a team-building, orientation session, which
helped students know more about the club, Reckons Aisle, and various other things.

Pravaah –
The main objective of the activity hour was to get the members of the club to know each other for the smooth functioning
of the events. The activity mainly focuses on increasing the bonding of the members, getting to know each other, get to
know more about the leaders and the association as a whole. The session also focused on letting the entire team know about
their roles and responsibilities.
The Ice-breaking/team bonding session included the following:
1. They were given a metaverse scenario where they’re in their best friend’s house but there has been some technical glitch
while using metaverse. They just have 5 mins. After 5 mins, they die. So, within these 5 mins, they have to pick 5
important things that are there in the house and type them out in the chatbox.
2. Ask them what their dream was regarding what they wanted to become when they were in Class 1 and what is their
dream now
The activity was hosted by Immanuel K Saji (Head – Pravaah club) followed by the two associates Kaavya Ramani and
Shefali Tailor. The coordinators of the club also chipped in with their points. We got good responses from the audience and
as a whole, the session was smoothly conducted.

Nova –
In this activity hour, we organized an ice-breaking session as it was the first session from the club. Here we introduced
ourselves to each other and welcomed the new members who joined recently. It was an interactive session where not even
we introduced ourselves but also discussed some ideas that can be converted into a business. We discussed what is
entrepreneurship and what are the various types of it. Also, we looked into the Budget 2022, like what are some changes
that are being done and like how these changes will affect the stock market and crypto market, is beneficial for the
entrepreneurs etc.
We also discussed the major changes in the cryptocurrency that have been made like 30% on the income from digital
virtual assets or cryptos.
Defense R&D will be opened up for start-up, industry, and academia with 25% of the defense R&D budget earmarked.
Finally, we distributed the google forms in which the person has to answer some multiple-choice questions related to
entrepreneurship and their types.
It was a very interesting and interactive session that helps us in expanding our vision in the fields of entrepreneurship.

Arthika –
As the Commerce Association - Reckon Aisle upgraded its model to include every student in the department to be a part of
one of the five clubs, the Arthika club received an excellent response from the participants across the School of Commerce,
Finance, and Accountancy. Therefore, in the first activity hour, after the new model was presented, Arthika Club organized
an Ice Breaking Session for the new members of the club. Syed Abbas Khursheed - Club Associate started the session with
an introductory speech stating the objectives of the club. The speech was followed by Aastha Sharma - Club Associate
wherein she urged every member present to briefly introduce themselves. After which the associates stated various plans of
the club for the period and also opened the floor for the discussions and suggestions. The members actively participated in
the discussion and stated their expectations from the club. The club also received some exemplary suggestions from the
members which were duly noted by the associates. The session was held under the due guidance of Harsh Pareek - Club
Head. The enthusiasm among the members showed a great sign of the period coming ahead.
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Cufflinksia –
Term life insurance cover which comes under Life insurance in which students had to visit ICIC Prudential website and
provide relevant information and find out how the premium changes, what additional add-ons, payment option and cover
options vary concerning customers choice and they had taken a screenshot of the final premium obtained and upload it in
the google link that was provided. Along with that, they had to take a quiz about the same.

Reckons Aisle : Activities
08 February 2022
Pravaah –
In today’s activity hour, we gave another orientation about the various wings and the teams under Pravaah to clear doubts
and confusions among the attendees in the previous meeting.
1. The meeting was conducted by the head of Pravaah Club, Immanuel Saji
2. The meeting started exactly at 12:05 hrs. IST
3. The following points were discussed in the meeting:
• The Cultural Wing was introduced. Respective coordinators provided the attendees with the necessary information about
each team.
1. Music Team
2. Literature Team
3. Dance Team
4. Theatre Team
5. Question & Answer sessions

Nova –
In this activity hour, we organized a session in which we discussed the MVP, what the purpose of creation is, how we
create it, and why it is important for the company to launch an MVP, and then in the second half, we played a game called
50 ka Funda, in which members had to create an MVP idea and describe it. In front of us, all of the club members
demonstrate their enthusiasm and ardent participation, making the entire game entertaining. Both the students and the
Heads took part in the game. The goal of organizing such a program was simply to provide learners with knowledge and
develop their interest in the creation of fresh ideas that can be profited from later, the second goal was to conduct some
brainstorming.
The students posed a number of queries on the development of new items. Individuals completely developed their ideas
with the assistance and supervision of Sanidhya, the Club's leader. All of the themes and models were intriguing, and the
students were enthusiastic and confident in their presentations. This inspired the pupils to think outside the box.
Finally, we distributed the Google form for game answers and received input for the advancement of our club.
For members, as well as Heads and Associates, it was an excellent and interesting workshop.

McCarthians –
In this Activity hour McCarthians conducted Bollywood Quiz. This quiz was live and participated by over 60 students of
the club. As the classes were online, the students of the clubs were given links to join and take part through platform called
“Quizizz”. Everyone had to sign in at the same time to begin the quiz. The Quiz had ranking system which decided the rank
of each participant depending on the number of correct questions answered by them and the points achieved. It had total of
30 questions. The Questions on the Bollywood Quiz were related to the Advertisements which were featured by famous
Celebrities, Taglines and logos and students had to guess the answer within 10 seconds. The main motive of this quiz was
to see and evaluate how students are well aware of the current scenario and know how are products are promoted through
communication that is Advertisement, which is an integral part of marketing. This Activity was interactive and the
Feedback given by the students was great. The players enjoyed the quiz. It was a great learning experience for the
participants.

Arthika –
As the Commerce Association - We focus and keep our eyes on the recent; trending topics that we can come up in the
activity hour. So keeping in mind this time, Arthika Club organized a Discussion on Budget for the members of the club.
Harsh Pareek - Club Head started the session with an introductory speech on the budget. The speech was followed by Asra
- Jr. Club Associate wherein she presented her points on budget followed by Madhav - Jr. Club Associate. After which we
opened the floor for further discussions and beliefs. The members participated in the discussion and stated their points from
the budget. One of the hot topics in this session was on Cryptocurrency. The session was held under the due guidance of
Harsh Pareek - Club Head.
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Cufflinksia –
The activity focused on the interpretation and application of student’s theoretical knowledge on the basic principles of
insurance into a practical scenario, in order to justify/disprove the outcome of the case.
The activity reinforced the most basic principle in insurance, the principles of “Utmost good faith”. Students were able to
share their views and justifications on the same utilizing their knowledge.

Reckons Aisle : Activities
PRAVAAH

22 February 2022

In the activity hour, Practice For the various Darpan events were done and the members of the other teams were given
different tasks to perform.
1. The activity hour started exactly at 12:05 hrs. IST
2. Following are the activities conducted during the activity hour.
The Cultural Wing
Dance Team and Music team: students assembled in the new basketball court and the old basketball court (Respectively) and did
their practice for the various Darpan events.
Art Team : The students were asked to make any cartoon character.
The Volunteering Wing
Event and Technical Management Team : The members in the team were asked to write down their ideas on how to conduct an
event .
Designing Teams : The students were asked to make a WhatsApp Profile.
Documentation Teams : The students were asked to make a report on a Blossoms event.
4. The activity hour ended at 13:00pm .
Activity was focused on: - Poster making was based on marketing of different Insurance products. In which students had to
make a poster advertising different life Insurance product offered by registered Insurance firms and through the poster they
had to raise awareness of different Insurance products.
Outcome: -Enhanced the student’s basic knowledge about different Insurance product available in the market and also
enhanced their creativity.

Nova
In the activity hour, we organized a session in which we discussed the significance of Elevator Pitching, what the purpose
of elevator pitching was, and then organized an activity in which members had to pitch their product to an investor within a
time limit of 60 seconds . In front of us, all of the club members demonstrate their enthusiasm and ardent participation,
making the entire activity entertaining. Both the students and the Heads took part in the elevator pitching. The goal of
organizing such a program was simply to provide learners with knowledge and develop their interest in the creation of fresh
ideas that can be profited from later, the second goal was to conduct some brainstorming.
The students posed a number of queries on the development of new items. Individuals completely developed their ideas
with the assistance and supervision of Sanidhya, the Club's leader. All of the themes and models were intriguing, and the
students were enthusiastic and confident in their presentations. This inspired the pupils to think outside the box.
Finally, we distributed the Google form for game answers and received input for the advancement of our club.
For members, as well as Heads and Associates, it was an excellent and interesting workshop. These sorts of sessions are a
great way to broaden our entrepreneurial knowledge and spark your curiosity.
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Cufflinksia
Poster Making. The activity was focused on: - Poster making was based on the marketing of different Insurance products.
In which students had to make a poster advertising different life Insurance products offered by registered Insurance firms
and through the poster, they had to raise awareness of different Insurance products.
Outcome: -Enhanced the student’s basic knowledge about different Insurance products available in the market and also
enhanced their creativity.

McCarthians

Activity name: The Marketing Mania.
In this Activity hour, McCarthians Club conducted a Battle. This was an offline event and participated by over 30 students.
In this event, the students were divided into groups of three in which two groups were allotted the same ‘defected product’
and were asked to market/advertise and spread awareness about the same. Ex- Shirt with a hole, filled notebook, air pods
not working, empty stapler, half coke bottle, etc. The main motive of this event was to make the students think out of the
box see and bring them out of their own comfort zone. We have also evaluated how students are well aware of the current
scenario and know-how are products are promoted through communication that is Advertisement, which is an integral part
of marketing. This Activity was interactive and the Feedback given by the students was great. The players enjoyed the
battle off. It was a great learning experience for the participants.

Arthika
Summary of the event: As the Commerce Association - We focus and keep our eyes on the recent; trending topics that we
can come up with in the activity hour. So keeping in mind this time, Arthika Club organized a Faculty lecture by Dr. Nitin
Kulshrestha. Some of the sir qualifications are as follows: • SEBI/ ISM Certified Research Analyst, SEBI (Research
Analyst) Regulation,2014 • Certified Merchant Banker (NISM/SEBI) • Certified NISM Series-XII- Securities Market •
Certified Equity Derivative Analyst(NISM) • Certified Technical Analyst (NE Certified) The lecture was about
Candlesticks chart and its patterns. Sir firstly explained what is a candlestick( For reference:- different kinds of candlesticks
like Hanging Man, Morning Star, Shooting Star, Dark Cloud Cover, Doji) then he shows us some charts, and then we
moved towards to the patterns(for reference like- Double bottom Pattern, Head and Shoulders, Flag, Moving Average). He
also covered what are trendlines. And all this was discussed for us to know how technical analysis is important and how we
can predict the price of stocks. At last, he introduced us to the "Financial Planning, Training and Advisory Cell". The
objective of the cell includes -Training, Research, and Consulting. After which we opened the floor for further doubts. The
session was held under the due guidance of Harsh Pareek - Club Head.
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The Stock Talk: Series 1
Financial Planning, Training, and Advisory Cell
The Stock Talk series is an initiative by the Financial Planning, Training, and Advisory Cell, which will
give an overview of the stock market for the current month (March 2022). The page will also suggest a few
potential stocks which the investors can consider* for their portfolio. However, it is suggested that to
discuss the cell advisor before making investment decisions.
NIFTY 50 NSE 16498.05 (Spot Value as of 03.03.22)

On the basis of technical analysis chart formation, Nifty may go bearish in the coming weeks, and be
highly volatile. If the Nifty breaks the 15900 level (strong support), then we may experience further
bloodbath in the stock market. At the level of 15250, there is strong support.
COAL India NSE (Rs 197 Spot Price as of 03.03.22)
Technical Analysis

On the basis of technical analysis chart formation, Coal India reverse the trend at the level of 200, and first
support level at 165, and the second support level at 135. Since last one-year stock is in a range between
140-200. If the stock moves up with the high volume and crosses 220 (day closing), it will reach 265 + in
the coming trading session.
Cell Advisor:
Dr. Nitin Kulshrsetha
Asst. Professor- Applied Finance
SEBI/NISM Certified Research Analyst
*Disclaimer:
This is for academic purposes. Please discuss the cell advisor before taking investment decisions.

